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Index Manager is an added-in tool in the dbForge SQL Editor. It allows to manage and analyse indexes created by SQL Server
database. It has a multi-index browsing mode that presents indexes and available dataset on a neat map, allowing easy navigation

through indexes. Features: Analyze indexes, tables and datasets of a database: This allows to analyse indexes and tables on
database, find if indexes are ok, index size and index fragmentation Analyze indexes of a table: If index is on a specific table
you can analyse this index Show fragmentation value (Percentage) Red points out indexes on dataset that are not in shapped
order Sorted index shows all indexes that are in shapped order If index is on a specific table you can analyse this index index

size: This displays the size of index in KB Index size in MB: This displays the size of index in MB Index size in GB: This
displays the size of index in GB Analyze databases, indexes, tables and datasets: This allows to discover if indexes are ok

Analyze individual indexes: Analyse indexes one by one Supports Windows 8 Supports SQL Server 2014 Supports 32bit/64bit
Supports SQL Server 2005 Supports SQL Server 2008 Supports SQL Server 2008 R2 Supports SQL Server 2012 Supports SQL

Server 2014 Supports SQL Server 2014 Express Supports SQL Server 2014 with update-s Supports SQL Server Express
Supports SQL Server Express with update-s Supports SQL Server Express with LocalDB Supports SQL Server Express with

LocalDB with update-s Supports SQL Server Express with LocalDB and update-s Supports SQL Server Express with LocalDB
and online tools Supports SQL Server Express with LocalDB, update-s and online tools Supports SQL Server Express with

LocalDB and update-s with the online tools Supports SQL Server Express with LocalDB and online tools and update-s Index
sampling (if set to true): If index sampling is set to true it can show the size of possible sample in MB Repairs indexes: Repairs

indexes with missing indexes Repairs indexes, if they have missing data Extends
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dbForge Index Manager for SQL Server is an add-in for Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio that extends its capabilities,
thus providing users with multiple additional features. It is designed to simplify the work of SQL Server developers and

database administrators by allowing them to analyze the status of various SQL indexes and attempting to fix certain index
fragmentation problems. Upon execution, this tool can collect statistics related to index fragmentation and points out databases
that might require maintenance. Users are able to rebuild SQL Server indexes and reorganize them, as well, by relying on the

wide variety of features that this add-in packs. It is also possible for developers to generate SQL scripts that they can later use to
restore certain troublesome indexes. dbForge Index Manager for SQL Server allows administrators to perform scans against

multiple databases, therefore saving great amounts of time. Connecting to another database automatically refreshes its contents
so that users do not need to do that every time they switch between connections. After the scan processes are finished, this
utility displays various useful details related to the troublesome objects, including index size, fragmentation percentage and

maintenance priority. Additionally, it displays recommended actions that need to be taken against corrupted indexes. Therefore,
users can choose between rebuilding and reorganizing their indexes, according to the severity of the problem. Aside from the

functions mentioned above, dbForge Index Manager for SQL Server allows administrators to keep track of the scan results. It is
possible to generate reports and save them as CSV files so that they can be easily accessed later, if needed. What is new in

official dbForge Index Manager for SQL Server 1.7.0 build? - Increased compatibility with older MS SQL Server products. -
Improved performance. - More reliable scanning of SQL Server databases. - New text display mode. - New maintenance

priority setting. - Reduced memory usage and file loading time. How install & uninstall dbForge Index Manager for SQL Server
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in Ubuntu 18.04 and Ubuntu 16.04. To install or uninstall dbForge Index Manager for SQL Server in Ubuntu 18.04 or 16.04
type sudo apt install./.deb Go to "Other Software" Tab and press "Reload" button. Type "dbForge Index Manager for SQL

Server 1.7.0" in Search Tab and press "Install" button.I was walking down a San Francisco sidewalk a few years ago, and I saw a
man with the most terrifyingly blank, expressionless face. Well, that 09e8f5149f
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dbForge Index Manager is designed as a GUI-based tool that will help users to perform several tasks related to indexes: - analyze
indexes' fragmentation and recommended actions - rebuild and reorganize indexes - support for scanning multiple databases at
the same time - keep track of the scan results - generate CSV reports - generate SQL scripts - quickly connect to the databases
and refresh their contents - manage the data for the indexes .. Productivity Tools - RnD Tools 2.0.0 The RnD Tools application
creates, visualizes, saves, and shares artifacts. It has a ready-made database template that makes every step of the way easy for
you to create a database on your own. You can use the templates and data later as a starting point for your own database without
having to change them. There are tutorials online that show you how to connect the application to your MySQL... 7.27 MB
Productivity Tools - OWA Database Recovery 1.7 The OWA Database Recovery tool is a database recovery solution that is
capable of recovering the database and restoring all the database objects from the backup. This tool is an indispensable
component of the OWA Data Migration Service, OWA Migration Assistant and the OWA Migration Tool. Downloads: * If you
download our sample version of OWA Database Recovery, we do not include the license keys; there... Office Tools - XLS
Scrapper 1.0 XLS Scrapper is an excel macro application that removes all undesirable data from a selected XLS template file.
XLS Scrapper can handle your business templates that you need for tracking, analyzing the use of your templates and even for
archiving data. XLS Scrapper is the unique, powerful and easy-to-use template correction software which can process thousands
of data stored in your XLS template in... 12.43 MB Modular Tools - Project Management Suite 2008 The Project Management
Suite 2008 package is a Suite designed to satisfy all your Project Management needs. All you have to do is to add, remove and
replace specific components, according to your specific requirements. This Suite includes: Project Management, Gantt Chart,
Tasks, Schedules, Milestones, Estimations, Contacts and Tasks Lists. The Projects... Education & Reference - Dropbox for Mac
2 Dropbox for Mac is an awesome tool

What's New In?

dbForge Index Manager for SQL Server is an add-in for Microsoft SQL Server Management Studio that extends its capabilities,
thus providing users with multiple additional features. It is designed to simplify the work of SQL Server developers and
database administrators by allowing them to analyze the status of various SQL indexes and attempting to fix certain index
fragmentation problems. Upon execution, this tool can collect statistics related to index fragmentation and points out databases
that might require maintenance. Users are able to rebuild SQL Server indexes and reorganize them, as well, by relying on the
wide variety of features that this add-in packs. It is also possible for developers to generate SQL scripts that they can later use to
restore certain troublesome indexes. dbForge Index Manager for SQL Server allows administrators to perform scans against
multiple databases, therefore saving great amounts of time. Connecting to another database automatically refreshes its contents
so that users do not need to do that every time they switch between connections. After the scan processes are finished, this
utility displays various useful details related to the troublesome objects, including index size, fragmentation percentage and
maintenance priority. Additionally, it displays recommended actions that need to be taken against corrupted indexes. Therefore,
users can choose between rebuilding and reorganizing their indexes, according to the severity of the problem. Aside from the
functions mentioned above, dbForge Index Manager for SQL Server allows administrators to keep track of the scan results. It is
possible to generate reports and save them as CSV files so that they can be easily accessed later, if needed. Faq Q: Is the license
of dbForge Index Manager for SQL Server an MSDN / MSDN subscriber license? A: It is not. The license will be a regular one
that you can download from our site: Q: What is the minimum version of SQL Server to use dbForge Index Manager for SQL
Server? A: The minimum version of SQL Server supported is SQL Server 2000. Q: What is the minimum version of SQL
Server Express to use dbForge Index Manager for SQL Server? A: SQL Server Express 2 or later. Q: Is dbForge Index Manager
for SQL Server compatible with other Microsoft SQL Server products? A: Yes. It is compatible with SQL Server Management
Studio, SQL Server Management Objects, SQL Server Data Tools, SQL Server Tools for Visual Studio, and other Microsoft
SQL Server products.Ms. Sally,
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System Requirements For DbForge Index Manager For SQL Server:

Windows 7/Windows 8
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